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⑲TestLetbr
k=1

be a series ofcomplexnumbers

Suppose that

r=
exists.

① Ifral, then E, by converges

absolutely.

② If ry, then E, ba diverges.
③ If r =1, then the testis

inconclusive, the series may

converge or diverge.



roof:
C1: Suppose O =r< 1.

Letr'ER with r < r'< 1.

Since we have a sequence
of

real numbers Il converging
to r, there

mustexistN>O

inthere
e

r r
/

I
RND

Then 5N>O r+E- ---Twhere if
r --- -

RIN then

r -c--- ---

I/<r +3



->

+2 =w

Thus, if R >N then

16m) < r'/bu-)<(r)4bn-e)
...s(r))

* -

*(bi)
The series

Er (r)*(bi

=(b) (r')
- N

R=N

=(br)(1 +r' +(r +(r)+..)



-Ibw)r (9gtric)

Since 0 <r'< 1.

Since Ibm)< (r' *(biol
for all M, N and Eplr's*(birl
converges, by the comparison

test

CHW1 #S), we know

&Ibml converges.
k=N

By HW 1 #2, this implies

&, Ibal converges.



Thus, by converges absolutely.
R=1

case 2: Suppose r> 1.
-

Choose ↓'ERwith <r'<r.

There mustexistN30
where

Why?

↳errr- Iwhere if R3, N -

1tkr - 2
r
+r

= I I



Then,

IbitaK r'(bit-1k(r)4bN+x-21
.... (r')"(bi)

Thus,

bim(bul- big bite
>lim (r')"(bul

Pe
fixed #

=(since Kr')



Thus, him "mF0.
By the divergence testE,bu
diverges.

-3: Suppose r =1.

The testis inconclusive.

For example, E, has

lim()=limkti)=1=-
R+x

and it dirges
*
I
S 2

has
For example, n=



his (hintit=1=-
and Enterses.



#S D

Letg(z) =Enz
A =K - 503

(a) Show g is analytic on A

(b) Find a formula for y'on A.

-

We use the

analytic convergence theorem.

LetD be a closed
disc in A.

LetI have center to and

radius r.

So,D
=[z)1z -z =r3



Let A

sar-redim:If

ZED, then

121 >8.

ofclaim: Let ZED.
Then, 12-Zolr.

Thus,

101 =120 - z +z1

=(z - z) +(z)

=>(z - zo +(z)

=r +1z).



So, 1Z1-r = 1E).
-

S

Thus, 8 =IE).i
S

IFZED,then ↓

In:En)=i: =n:n
e

Ma
LetMr=an

Does Mn converge?
n =1

Let's use the ratio test



/-I
Front-list
(n+I). [n!) =0F

Since 0<1, by the ratio test

M =n! a converges

n =1

By the Weierstrass M-test

the series. E,!r converges
uniformly (and absolutely) on D.



By the analytic convergence

theorem

(ag(z) =In: In
is

n
=

1

analytic on As
and

(b) if ZeA, then [gi(z) =(!)En
-Enn



=- nis!Ent


